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For music lovers in Luxembourg and the greater region, Gilles ZEIMET doesn't really need to be
introduced any more. With 35 years of experience in the music business on the guitar and as a
songwriting /composing author and artist, he has shot many stages.
After some various bands, the first album with the band "No Name" was released in 1991.
Another 7 albums and compilations followed.
This was followed by various collaborations with different bands where the songs with their own
arrangements and compositions were shaped by the handwriting of Gilles.
His current band, Alien Pitch Cat, was founded in 2014 and quickly became a fixture in the “postgrunge rock” style. Clear, audible characteristics of the group are the characteristic influences of Rage
against the machine, Audioslave, Hblockx, etc., which are particularly close to Gilles' heart and he was
responsible for most of the compositions and arrangements of the songs.
In fact, the passionate guitar player and musician has played rock and progressive rock for more than
35 years. He wrote, co-arranged and designed with his guitarplay and music knowledge more
than 13 albums and compilations and has written around 50 songs since 2002, be it as a composer,
arranger or as musician.
At the end of 2017, Gilles decided to start his solo career at the same time. Various Rock and Pop
songs with international artists from Luxembourg, France and Germany were recorded and published
- to be found on Spotify & Co and the artist's website.
It is Gilles' goal, thanks to a wealth of inspiration, to continue this journey and publish a new song
practically every month and up to 4 -5 videos a year.
Further ambitions for 2021 are to go back on stage with Alien Pitch Cat in order to present the third
album, but also to pursue one's own solo career with other artists.
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